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Disclaimer
This Report is subject to the terms and conditions (including without limitation, description of services, confidentiality, disclaimer and limitation of liability) set forth in
the Verification Services Agreement between CertiK and IoTeX(the “Company”), or the
scope of services/verification, and terms and conditions provided to the Company in connection with the verification (collectively, the “Agreement”). This Report provided in
connection with the Services set forth in the Agreement shall be used by the Company
only to the extent permitted under the terms and conditions set forth in the Agreement.
This Report may not be transmitted, disclosed, referred to or relied upon by any person
for any purposes without CertiK’s prior written consent.
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Summary
This audit report summarises the smart contract verification service requested by IoTeX.
The goal of this security audit is to guarantee that the audited smart contracts are robust
enough to avoid any potential security loopholes.
The result of this report is only a reflection of the source code that was determined in
this scope, and of the source code at the time of the audit.

Type of Issues
CertiK smart label engine applied 100% coveraged formal verification labels on the source
code, and scanned the code using our proprietary static analysis and formal verification
engine to detect the follow type of issues.
Title
Integer Overflow
and Underflow
Function
rectness

incor-

Bu↵er Overflow
Reentrancy

Transaction Order Dependence
Timestamp Dependence

Description
An overflow/underflow happens when an arithmetic
operation reaches the maximum or minimum size of
a type.
Function implementation does not meet the specification, leading to intentional or unintentional vulnerabilities.
An attacker is able to write to arbitrary storage locations of a contract if array of out bound happens
A malicious contract can call back into the calling
contract before the first invocation of the function is
finished.
A race condition vulnerability occurs when code depends on the order of the transactions submitted to
it.
Timestamp can be influenced by minors to some degree.
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Issues SWC ID
0
SWC-101

0

0

SWC-124

0

SWC-107

0

SWC-114

0

SWC-116
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Insecure Compiler Version

Insecure
domness

Ran-

“tx.origin”
for
authorization
Delegatecall to
Untrusted Callee
State
Variable
Default Visibility
Function Default
Visibility
Uninitialized
variables
Assertion Failure

Deprecated
Solidity Features
Unused variables

Using an fixed outdated compiler version or floating pragma can be problematic, if there are publicly
disclosed bugs and issues that a↵ect the current compiler version used.
Block attributes are insecure to generate random
numbers, as they can be influenced by minors to
some degree.
tx.origin should not be used for authorization. Use
msg.sender instead.
Calling into untrusted contracts is very dangerous,
the target and arguments provided must be sanitized.
Labeling the visibility explicitly makes it easier to
catch incorrect assumptions about who can access
the variable.
Functions are public by default. A malicious user
is able to make unauthorized or unintended state
changes if a developer forgot to set the visibility.
Uninitialized local storage variables can point to
other unexpected storage variables in the contract.
The assert() function is meant to assert invariants.
Properly functioning code should never reach a failing assert statement.
Several functions and operators in Solidity are deprecated and should not be used as best practice.
Unused variables reduce code quality

0

SWC-102
SWC-103

0

SWC-120

0

SWC-115

0

SWC-112

0

SWC-108

0

SWC-100

0

SWC-109

0

SWC-110

0

SWC-111

0

Vulnerability Details
Critical
No issue found.

Medium
No issue found.

Low
No issue found.

Comment
The overall code quality is high, and truly shows the engineering skills and e↵orts applied
on this staking project. The design of the project is derived from erc900, and with
many improvements and adjustments to fit the need of IoTeX voting and staking. The
complexity is above average given the facts that more complex data structures (bucket
class with double linked list), many for-loops, some assembly logics (split address string
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to less gas usage) were introduced, however we believe those topics are well handled in
the source code, such as the data structure implementations were correctly coded and
most of the for-loops are getter functions which won’t change the states. The documents
describing the project by IoTeX released to public were also reviewed by CertiK team to
ensure the specifications match the implementation, and the parts di↵ered were either
updated in the source code or edited in the articles at a fast timing.
There are a few critical parts (bonus allocation and auto-staking mechanism) not
involved in this audit report, as they are handled in another layer outside the scope of
the smart contract. We look forward that IoTeX team will expose the handlings of such
to its supporters and involved community for better transparency and decentralization.

For every issues found, CertiK categorizes them into 3 buckets based on its risk level:
• Critical: The code implementation does not match the specification, or it could
result in loss of funds for contract owner or users.
• Medium: The code implementation does not match the specification at certain
condition, or it could a↵ect the security standard by lost of access control.
• Low: The code implementation is not a best practice, or use a suboptimal design
pattern, which may lead to security vulnerability, but no concern found yet.
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